
Riverscape Celebrates Black History
As we commemorate Black History Month, we are reminded of the resilience, strength, and
contributions of Black Americans throughout history. This month, our students have engaged in
special activities to honor and celebrate this rich heritage.

Safety Measures and School Updates
To ensure the safety of our students, we have implemented some changes. Please note the new
entry time of 9:30 am. We kindly request that all students arrive promptly to school. Parents, we
encourage you to have conversations with your students about the importance of attendance
and arriving on time.
Additionally, for safety reasons, students are not allowed to wear face or head coverings unless it
is a mask. This policy is in place to ensure clear identification and to maintain a safe and inclusive
learning environment.

Collaborative Projects
Our students have been actively involved in Black History Month activities. In Mr. Waggoner's art
class and Mrs. Ayereon's English class, students collaborated on projects that highlight the
achievements and impact of Black individuals throughout history. These projects have not only
been educational but also inspiring, showcasing the creativity and talent of our students.
As we continue to celebrate Black History Month, let us remember the importance of diversity,
inclusion, and understanding in our community. Together, we can honor the past, celebrate the
present, and inspire the future.
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FEBRUARY 2024

February 28 - Black History Month Celebration
March 12- March 16 - Spring Break

March 22 - Isibindi Fear Factor  Battle of the Houses
March 29 - Good Friday (NO SCHOOL)

UPCOMING EVENTS



Mrs. McBride's Construction class at Riverscape Career Tech High School is a
beacon of hands-on learning and practical skill development. Through her
guidance, students not only learn about tools, mathematics, and construction
but also how to apply these skills in real-world scenarios. One of the exciting
projects students undertake in her class is building toolboxes.
By constructing toolboxes, students blend their theoretical knowledge with
practical application, honing their skills in measurement, precision, and
problem-solving. Mrs. McBride's class emphasizes the importance of
craftsmanship and attention to detail, teaching students the value of patience
and perseverance in their work.
Under Mrs. McBride's mentorship, students develop a deep appreciation for the
construction trade and gain confidence in their abilities. Her class serves as a
foundation for students interested in pursuing careers in construction,
providing them with the skills and knowledge needed to succeed in this
dynamic field.
Mrs. McBride's passion for teaching and commitment to her students make her
an invaluable asset to Riverscape Career Tech High School. Her dedication to
fostering a love for learning and empowering students to reach their full
potential is truly commendable.

STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
These students were nomiated by staff members in January

CLASSROOM SPOTLIGHT

NAVIGATOR PRIDE

Attendance
These students attended 90% or better for the Month of January

JEREMY BAILEY
KIRRA BANEY

KRISTIAN COCHRAN
SAMARI'E COCHRAN

JIONNI COLEMAN
LILIAN CRUM

SPARKLE DELONEY
DE'ANGELO DEWBERRY

JAL'LYN EARL
TEEANA ECTON
JADEN EVANS

TRA'QUAN GAINES
KASHLYNED GASTON

RICHARD GREEN

KALEB HAMPTON
IRENE IZERE

RICKIE KUHBANDER
JANELLE LANDER
BRIAN MCKINLEY

SURI MILES
DEVIN OLINGER

RAINA OTEY
DWANN OWENSBY

KRISTINA PEARSON
ACANI PETERSON
AMORE PULLENS
SHA'MYAH REID
KIMARIA ROSS

RA'QIA SMITH
DAJUAN SPANN
AMORE PULLENS
SHA'MYAH REID
KIMARIA ROSS
RA'QIA SMITH

DAJUAN SPANN
TALEN STARGELL

MARISSA TRASTER
TE'NAYSIA WAGNER

TE'NYA WAGNER
KIERRA WHITE

LAUREN WILLIAMS
DORIAN WILLIAMS-JONES

RICKIE KUHBANDER
9TH GRADE

TALEN STARGELL
10TH GRADE

JANYSHA GAMBLE
12TH GRADE


